HighPassGG – How It Works
Welcome to HighPassGG – a DMCA free music service tailored to content creators. You may be
wondering – “Is this legit? Can I really use this music on my stream and in my content?”
The short answer is – YES.
The long answer is… STILL YES.
(but check back to read the Terms of Service that our lawyers wrote, coming soon)
If you’re looking for a TL;DR on the Terms of Service (again, that thing our lawyers wrote,
coming soon), then we can provide that too – but keep in mind, our lawyer also told us that this
summary is for information only and that the full terms are in the Terms of Service. (again… you
get it. It’s coming.)
TL;DR – These are some FREE TO USE TUNES for you to include in your video content or
streams. You need to credit us, but we don’t want to touch your monetization or DMCA you.
Your content is yours – we’re here to supply the soundtrack to it.
WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH HIGHPASSGG MUSIC:
-Use it in your livestream broadcasts.
-Use it in your video-on-demands.
-Use it as your intro.
-Dance in your underwear to it like no one is watching.
WHAT YOU CANNOT DO WITH HIGHPASSGG MUSIC:
-Set the track on a loop and monetize it that way.
-Create a stream that features only our music.
-Claim our music on any platform, such as in YouTube’s Content ID.
-Use our music to launch nuclear weapons, unless at invading alien forces as a last resort.
COMMERCIAL USE:
If you’re a commercial entity that wants to license HighPassGG music for TV/Film/Commercials
(or similar) please first contact us at this email address: PM@MayContainAction.com If you’re
remaking Game of Thrones Season 8… then we’ll bump you to the top of our inbox. Lookin’ at
you, HBO. 10 years of emotional investment, down the tubes.

Enjoy!

